MONITORING PLAN

1.1 Designated LP-1 stations for Los Angeles County:
- KFI (AM) 640 KHz Los Angeles, CA
- KNX (AM) 1070 KHz Los Angeles, CA

LP1-S and LP1-K see section 1.5

These stations monitor:
- a. KFWB (AM) 980 kHz Los Angeles, CA
- b. NWR, Oxnard 162.55 MHz Mt. Wilson
- c. CLERS 158.790 MHz Santiago Peak
- d. County 39.48 MHz LA County voice - Mt. Wilson
- e. KROQ 106.7 MHz Burbank, CA

1.2 The LP2 station is KFWB 980 KHz.

The LP2 station will monitor:
- a. PEP Per FEMA Washington
- b. NWR, Oxnard 162.55 MHz Mt. Wilson
- c. KFI 640 KHz Los Angeles, CA
- d. KNX 1070 KHz Los Angeles, CA
- e. County 39.48 MHz LA County voice - Mt. Wilson

1.3 All other stations must monitor two of the following:
- a. KFWB (AM) 980 kHz Los Angeles, CA
- b. KFI (AM) 640 kHz Los Angeles, CA
- c. KNX (AM) 1070 kHz Los Angeles, CA

Stations unable to monitor above stations may monitor, subject to confirmation by the Los Angeles County LECC:
- a. KROQ 106.7 MHz Burbank, CA LP2-FM
- b. KCBS-FM 93.1 MHz Los Angeles, CA LP2-FM

1.4 In addition, but not in lieu of stations listed in 1.3, the following sources are recommended monitoring assignments:
- a. KLOX/NWS 162.55 MHz Oxnard NWS via Mt. Wilson
- b. Los Angeles Co 39.48 MHz LA County Voice - Mt. Wilson

1.5 The following stations have agreed to do real time translation as special purpose LP stations:
- a. Spanish LP1-S KLAX 97.9 MHz Los Angeles, CA
- b. Korean LP1-K KFOX/KREA 93.5 MHz Los Angeles, CA